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CineGrain Pro Collection All Pack 18Q: Swift: Any way to perform UICollectionView's update of data source in an 'async' fashion? Say I have a collection view that I want to use as a table view, when I am in a particular view controller (let's say a View Controller X) and in order to ensure the table view receives the update of the data, I issue a
synchronous/sync call like: NSManagedObjectContext.mergeChanges(from:) And after that, I'll go on with the rest of the application. Lately, I have come across this problem: When the user is in view controller X and I call the synchronous call, the user starts using the app and goes on using it without being notified by the table view of the update

of the data. The next time the user reaches the same View Controller X, everything is just fine. I know I could use update blocks, but I would like to know if there's a way to make the cells of the table view call the data source while the data have still been updated. I can't use the observer pattern, because I will have to use the observer pattern
with the view controller containing the table view, so I can modify data. Any hints? A: You can use the following pattern: Setup a view controller (let's say a TableViewController) that receives all the changes made from the model. On cell is tapped 6d1f23a050
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